21 arrested in Grand Rapids, Michigan

Working in Michigan is always so nice

We've returned to Michigan for another sting, this time netting 21 internet predators who arrived at the house. The sting occurred the weekend of October 17th-19th. Predators streamed into the area from Michigan, Indiana and Illinois. Their ages ranged from 20 to 65, but all had the same intention in mind.

We partnered for this sting with the Michigan Attorney General’s office, as we had in the March sting operation. We can't say enough good things about their office, this sting was handled as great as the previous sting in March. This time we were set up in Grand Rapids and the law enforcement on scene were the fine folks from the Kent County Sheriff's department. It's been great working with you guys all weekend! The sting was filmed by our friends at Investigative Mechanics, who always do a great job.

These predators came from all walks of life, a mere six seven months since the last time we came to Michigan. The March sting netted 27 arrive, this sting operation saw 21 show up in order to try to have sex with an underage teen. Hopefully the downward trend continues as internet sexual predators should know that Michigan takes this crime very seriously.

Conviction number 300 has been posted, it is Asif Khokhar, a predator who had arrived at the Murphy, Texas sting operation back in 2006. He was charged in Harris County, Texas after news broke that he would not be charged in Collin County, Texas. Once the good folks of Harris County learned that an internet predator was walking free who lived in their county, they requested our evidence,
evaluated it and used it to get the conviction on Khokhar.

Khokhar will now spend two years in prison, an illustration of what should have happened to every single predator from that sting operation had only there been competent and honest individuals staffing the Collin County DA's office.

For us, conviction 300 is another great milestone. When we started our operations in 2003, people critical of our work said that we'd never get one, let alone a hundred, let alone three hundred. Each conviction is a validation of the good work our volunteers do. That makes it especially appropriate that conviction #300 is the ultimate rebuttal against some of the most dishonest smears we've ever encountered.

Thanks to every volunteer who has been a part of our march to 300 convictions, and a special thanks to the good folks of Harris County, Texas in their work on the Asif Khokhar case.

Now, onwards towards 400! You can join our work in getting internet sexual predators exposed, arrested and convicted by learning more about our non-profit foundation.

2008 spring and summer = consistent arrests

So what have we been up to in the last few months? Well, plenty of "information first" arrests all over the country, of course! We've been working with law enforcement from the East Coast to the West Coast and quite a few spots in-between. Check out the following list, which includes PeeJ chatlog arrests since April 1st, 2008 to September 1st, 2008.

April 2008
- April 1st: James Wesley Yount aka "Jhnboyplyr" from Madison, MS, arrested in Jackson, MS.
- April 5th: Baltha Reddy Gopu aka "g_balthareddy" from Walnut Creek, CA, arrested in Chowchilla, CA.
- April 16th: Carlo Lutzke aka "celica7000" from Sheboygan, WI, arrested in Appleton, WI - related media.
- April 18th: Marty Harris aka "martyh99" from Jackson, MS, arrested in Jackson, MS.
- April 19th: Prasanna Babu aka "salsakewl" from San Rafael, CA, arrested in Chowchilla, CA.
- April 28th: Mark Youngblood aka "mrk_youngblood" from Ft Smith, AR, arrested in Ft Smith, AR.

May 2008
- May 2nd: Heath Kramer aka "thedragonreborn_30" from Houma, LA, arrested in New Orleans, LA.
- May 8th: Steve Warren aka "sjw632001" from Windsor, CT, arrested in Meriden, CT - related media.
- May 9th: Russell Baker aka "hd88399" from San Jose, CA, arrested in Santa Cruz, CA - related media.
- May 9th: Gregory Alan Lovette aka "greg_lovette33" from Fairfield, CA, arrested in Fairfield, CA.
- May 15th: Isaac Young aka "jxnsatisfaction" from Oxford, MS, arrested in Jackson, MS.
- May 23rd: Justin Towery aka "justinawashcock" from New Albany, MS, arrested in New Albany, MS.
- May 30th: Grant Boyer aka "hollister2346" from Barrington, IL, arrested in Wonder Lake, IL - related media.
- May 30th: Scott Ely aka "teadyber" from Belfast, ME, arrested in Oakland, ME.

June 2008
Tuesday, September 9th, 2008

**Conviction #294**

- badaddy68iou1 - Pocatello, Idaho  
  Ted Longstaff (yeah, that’s his actual name) takes a trip to Convictiontown  
  [Read Report] Links to Chat Log:  
  [With Commentary] [No Commentary]

- Yahoo IM - badaddy68iou1  
Pocatello, Idaho  
Ted brought along a friend to molest a 14 year old  
Bust by Ripley @ 8:22 AM PST  
[With Commentary] [No Commentary]

- convetown

Monday, September 8th, 2008

**Conviction #293**

- dsalyers167 - Newport, Michigan  
  Don Salyers throws a year of his life down the toilet  
  [Read Report] Links to Chat Log:  
  [With Commentary] [No Commentary]

- Yahoo IM - dsalyers167  
Newport, Michigan  
Meet Don, a 30 year old Michigan perv that tried to meet a 13 year old girl for sex!  
Bust by Margie Arita @ 8:12 AM PST  
[With Commentary] [No Commentary]

Wednesday, September 3rd, 2008

**Conviction #292**

- golfboi59 - Wakefield, Rhode Island  
  Justin Williams likes golf and calls himself “boi”  
  [Read Report] Links to Chat Log:  
  [With Commentary] [No Commentary]

- Yahoo IM - golfboi59  
Wakefield, Rhode Island  
Bust by Silver Jordan @ 7:18 AM PST  
[With Commentary] [No Commentary]

- convetown

Monday, September 1st, 2008

- June 2nd: Mike Perry aka “freshfromthemachine” from Waterbury, CT, arrested in Meriden, CT  
- June 4th: Larry Frank aka “soulkeepndaddy” from Prattville, AL, arrested in Ozark, AL  
- June 7th: Shawn Kargakos aka “skargakos” from Watervill, ME, arrested in Oakland ME - related media  
- June 9th: Gregg Steven Bussey aka “nadd556/somemoreplez” from Duchesne, UT, arrested in Utah  
- June 15th: James Eugene Young III aka “fredold_2000” from Farwell, MI, arrested in Calhoun County, MI  
- June 18th: Chris Franklin aka cybertoy02 from Muncie, IN, arrested in Ohio  
- June 20th: Charles Lippert aka “Chaznd1974” from Fargo, ND, arrested in Stark County, ND  
- June 27th: Daniel Urban aka “demandgard” from Elk Grove, IL, arrested in Wonder Lake, IL - related media  

July 2008

- July 5th: Hussain Kamal aka “h_k43232” from Ohio, arrested in Greenville, TX  
- July 6th: Anthony Collier-Quinn aka “ckboxer18” from Atlanta, GA, arrested in Hiram, GA  
- July 12th: Raymond Deba aka “atx_muffdiver” from Austin, TX, arrested in Goliad County TX  
- July 12th: Sandeep Kamath aka “kamath_manipal” from Stamford, CT, arrested in Meriden, CT  
- July 12th: Jose Rene aka “cheren03” from Las Vegas, NV, arrested in Utah  
- July 16: Jeff Day aka kissmytickle from Klamath Falls, OR arrested in Klamath Falls, OR  
- July 29: Tony Giacobbi aka truckboss005 from Las Vegas, NV, arrested in Utah.

August 2008

- Aug 6: Corey Arrowchis aka aggresk8er from Salt Lake City, UT, arrested in Utah  
- Aug 7: Felipe Kiedaisch aka fjk84412 from Salt Lake City, UT, arrested in Utah  
- Aug 11: Matthew Hedrick aka VIPPER131 from Twin Falls, ID, arrested in ID on a probation violation stemming from new chats with our decoy.  
- Aug 12: Scott Fish aka whiteboy562 from Anaheim, CA arrested in Long Beach, CA  
- Aug 13: Tracy Garner aka jstg7784/tracyg7577 from Ontario, OR arrested in Oregon  
- Aug 15: Alan Persch aka alanp110 from Mercer, PA arrested in Clarion, PA  
- Aug 22: James Murphy aka duuderm from Eugene, OR arrested in OR

These 36 arrests highlight the expansiveness of our Information First program, which allows us to work any part of the country knowing that we have good law enforcement interested in picking up these cases in an effective, efficient way.

If you’re with law enforcement and would like to know more, including where to contact to get your area included in future lists like the above, hit up our Information for Law Enforcement page for contact details.

Thanks to all the volunteers, from decoy contributors, content creators, phone verifiers and the like who make arrests like these possible. If anyone reading would like more information on volunteering with our foundation, please read the How to Help page.
### Conviction #291

**tennisboy213 - Ocala, Florida**

Safraz Khan wasn't on time, but we're sure he'll learn time management in jail.

- [Read Report](#) Links to Chat Log: [With Commentary] [No Commentary]

---

**Yahoo IM - tennisboy213**

Ocala, Florida

Frazie tried and tried to get me to say he looked 17

Bust by Elena Ruth @ 7:04 AM PST

- [With Commentary] [No Commentary]

---

**Sunday, August 31st, 2008**

### Conviction #290

**usta_tennis - Highland Heights, Kentucky**

David Quist didn't really have much positive do to for a decade anyways

- [Read Report](#) Links to Chat Log: [With Commentary] [No Commentary]

---

**Yahoo IM - usta_tennis**

Highland Heights, Kentucky

David Quist's own words say...

Bust by Blue Bonnet @ 6:49 AM PST

- [With Commentary] [No Commentary]

---

**Friday, August 29th, 2008**

### Conviction #289

**bald_beaaver_hunter42025 - Kentucky**

John Wesley Elliott won't get to read this file for a while...

- [Read Report](#) Links to Chat Log: [With Commentary] [No Commentary]

---

**Yahoo IM - bald_beaaver_hunter42025**

Kentucky

bald_beaaver_hunter42025's dream was to spend a whole night licking an innocent 12 yr old child

Bust by Lady Grey @ 6:38 AM PST

- [With Commentary] [No Commentary]

---

**Wednesday, August 27th, 2008**

### Conviction #288

**mansfield_tiger2007 - Fort Smith, Arkansas**

---

### Dylan Thomas aka Jon Schillaci arrested!

We have accomplished many things in our organizational history, but today an arrest was made that ranks up there with anything we've ever done. FBI top ten most wanted fugitive Jon Schillaci was arrested by the FBI in Mexico and transported back to New Hampshire to face outstanding charges from a molestation he perpetrated nine years ago.

We had begun investigating the webmaster of notorious pedophile website BoyChat last year. He went by the pseudonym "Dylan Thomas." At the time, we had no idea that Dylan Thomas would turn out to be an FBI top ten most wanted fugitive. We first discovered the Thomas-Schillaci links back on January 7th, 2008. At first, we were skeptical that Dylan Thomas was Jon Schillaci. With more research, our team became convinced that Thomas was Schillaci. At that point, we knew we had to act.

At the end of January 2008, we used some contacts we have and got ahold of the FBI agent in charge of the case. That agent, Laura Hanlon, was fantastic to work with over the last five months. Sometimes when you contact law enforcement, you get detectives or agents who think they are too good to talk or work with you. Agent Hanlon was and is the model that all detectives and agents should follow when dealing with private entities. Friendly, professional and took an interest in the connections we had put together.

We were in near-constant email contact with this fantastic agent about Thomas/Schillaci and his online presence. Ms. Hanlon epitomizes the best in law enforcement. From January 2008 to June 2008, we worked directly with Agent Hanlon supplying information about Thomas-Schillaci's online activities, IP addresses, recordings, etc.

We are very pleased with the arrest of Schillaci, we had dedicated much of our resources and time over the last five months to researching and monitoring his online activities. This man is pure evil, and we don't use those words lightly. He is every parent's nightmare and our dream is that he will never walk free again. We have confidence that the justice system will finally finish Jon Schillaci for the rest of his life.

Over the coming weeks, we'll have more details about the hunt for Thomas, the work involved and the research that was done via our affiliated website, Wikisposure.com.

---

### PJFI.org launched, non-profit status announced!

To long-time readers, it may have seemed to take forever, but we've completed the non-profit process and now are an official 501 (c)3 non-profit foundation! We've been working on this for quite some time and are very pleased to be able to announce it.

With this announcement, we also are pleased to present the umbrella portal for all our various projects, PJFI.org. This website is a nice simple overview of everything we do, from Perverted Justice to Wikisposure to HowtoDealWithCreepyPeople and more. It will be an easy way for anyone to keep up on the various work done by our various endeavors.

As a non-profit, we have now opened our foundation up to taking tax-deductible donations. If you're one of the many people who have contacted us about that in the past, the information is up on the PJFI.org donations page. In the coming week or so, we'll have...
an online donation option configured and available as well.

We're very pleased to finally be a non-profit foundation, thanks to everyone who has helped us achieve this important designation.

**Must-read article in LE Technology Magazine**

For anyone following what we do, there's a must-read article in Law Enforcement Technology Magazine over at Officer.com. They go in-depth into what we do, talk to the law enforcement that has knowledge of working with us and covers all the issues surrounding what we do, from the much-ballyhooed “entrapment” claims that the general public doesn't understand much about to what we bring to the table for law enforcement stings in general.

If you want to hear about what we do from law enforcement that has witnessed first-hand what we do, check out Internet Watchdogs - Officer.com. If you've ever had questions or even, gasp, uneasy qualms about what we do... well, it's the article for you. This is pretty much the only article and reporter who has ever actually talked to police regarding the work we do.

We've been saying it for a long time and proving it even longer, our operations are professional, effective and one of a kind. Thanks to those in law enforcement for stepping forward to tell the world what it should already know: We build quality cases that stand up in court, we're professional and we work. It is simply too bad more reporters don't search out the police we have worked with to find this out for themselves.

---

**Conviction #287**

- **OSU Cowboy 24 - Tulsa, Oklahoma**

Shaun Green takes a risky ride into Convictiontown

[Read Report] Links to Chat Log:
[With Commentary] [No Commentary]

- **Yahoo IM - mansfield_tiger2007 Fort Smith, Arkansas**

Paranoia doesn't keep Brock safe, it gets him convicted.

  Bust by Aloe Vera @ 6:21 AM PST
  [With Commentary] [No Commentary]

---

**Conviction #286**

- **cooperisaaca - Ypsilanti, Michigan**

Russell Schneider hops on his bicycle and shows a record level of determination

[Read Report] Links to Chat Log:
[With Commentary] [No Commentary]

- **Yahoo IM - cooperisaaca**

Ypsilanti, Michigan

Oh get on your bicycle and ride....

  Bust by Ripley @ 6:43 PM PST
  [With Commentary] [No Commentary]
Ocean County, NJ press conference announcement

i-Jam with Kentucky Attorney General

Long Beach sting operation wrap-up
Click to read the full-size letter from Senator Hatch

Petaluma sting operation wrap-up
Receiving award from Laguna Beach Police Department

The end-result of our work as seen in Ohio